
3 contemporary British artists to inspire you from our Environments kit. 
Get assembling!! We had a go too…

Assemble!rtists

Be inspired by 3 art works from our collection to make 
your own creative art. Which style will you use?

Junk art?

Found art?Mixed media?
Collage?

Assemblage? Nature &  art?



With the Beech Toward the Healing Light and 
Leaves by Garry Fabian Miller

Garry Fabian Miller made this photographic work 
(without using a camera) from 72 leaves gathered from 
a beech tree which once grew in the grounds of the 
Usher Gallery and 72 leaves from 36 beech trees 
around Lincolnshire. They were collected during spring 
and Autumn to show the sharp contrast between the 
colours of the two seasons.

Untitled by Andy Goldsworthy

Andy Goldsworthy is a sculptor and photographer who 
works with the natural environment to create both large 
and small art works. The sculptures, made out of natural 
materials, are created in the locations in which he finds 
them. They are then left to decay and photographs of 
the sculptures then become the art work.

What do you think this work is about?

What do you think the title might mean?

Tide by Stuart Haygarth

Stuart Haygarth created this chandelier 
from the colourless plastic that he found 
on the beaches around the UK. The sea water and sand 
have naturally worn the plastic smooth and the 
chandelier looks like the moon, which controls the tides. 

What is your first reaction to this work?



Willow tree art - using gravel in the garden!

Share Your Creations!
We would love to see what you 

make.  Please send us your 
photos or tag us.

The Collection Lincoln & Usher Gallery

CollectionUsher

CollectionUsher

#InvestigateLearning

We had a go… Found art? Junk art? 

Sometimes it can feel like  hunter 

gathering being an artist!

Fish mobile art - using empty washed cat food pouches!

What will you choose?


